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Syllabus

• Review of the National Defense Strategy
• SECNAV’s message and shifting OPNAV N4 mindset
• Natural Resources management in OPNAV N4’s new
direction
• Natural Resources management in a business context
• Take Home Message(s)

Priorities: CNO Messages
The Navy the Nation Needs
Six Elements in Balance
Bigger
Talented
Better
Agile
Networked Ready

Priorities: CNO Messages
How Do We Do Our Part?

Manage
Risk

Manage
Opportunity

Barriers to Work On
• Centralized Control
• Unwillingness to cancel failed
programs
• Contract Negotiation Process
• Rigid processes and Admin
Distractions
• Single-platform investment
mentality
• Hiring Process

SECNAV Guidance
•

Plan, Deviate, Manage back to
Plan

•

Driven, Funded, Aligned to
Strategy

•

Industry as a Partner with the
Navy

•

All about urgency/speed

•

Execution, Execution, Execution

Execution
Execution
Execution
Time

Priorities: CNO Messages
Where Do We Fit In?
SECNAV Focus
• People
• Process
• Capabilities

NDS
USN
Annex

Agile Organization
• Velocity/Speed
• Adaptability
• Innovation
• Collaboration
• Visibility/Transparency

National Defense
Strategy

Plan, Deviate, Manage back to Plan

The Navy the
Nation
Needs

Communication
Installations
Tenants

Accepted
Risk Impacts

Driven, Funded, Aligned to
Strategy

Budget

Industry as a Partner with the Navy

INRMPs Goals,
Objectives,
Strategies,
PROJECT LISTS

Partnerships

Agility and
EXECUTION!
Velocity/Speed, Adaptability, Innovation, Collaboration,
Visibility/Transparency

SECNAV’s Message

Three Mandates
• Build a Bigger Navy which calls for:
– Increased ship numbers, technological capabilities,
and varying new types of supporting vessels to be
constructed within ten years.
• Claw our way out of lethality and readiness shortfalls
• Recapitalization of our undersea warfare force.

OPNAV N4’s Emphasis –
Big “L”ogistics and Shore Optimization Plans
•

•
•

•
•
•

“Big “L”ogistics”
– Agile, maneuverable, resilient, sustainable, and distributed logistics
capabilities.
“Refuel” “Rearm” “Resupply” “Repair” “Revive”
– Five “VECTORS” for maritime sustainment – applies to all warfare areas
“Cross cutting enabler”
– A sixth vector that supports and enables the five vectors above. All the
underlying stuff that makes logistics and shore capabilities possible; ensures
there are no barriers to achieving mission objectives.
“Force Development” (RDT&E), Force Generation (MTE), Force Employment
(Deployments/Overseas installations)”
“Force Sustainment” - Life Cycle maintenance, Five Vectors
“Installation Sustainment”
– Three pillars: “Installation Protection, Warfighter Resilience/Quality Of
Life, Utilities/Communications

Optimization Concepts

• “Kill Chain” – a military concept related to the structure of an attack.
– A chain of events, or “a number of actions and their effects that are
contiguous and linked together to result in a particular outcome”
• “Conservation Constraint” “Bottleneck” “Choke Point”
– Exists when a Navy activity or function is delayed, modified, or is
otherwise impacted due to a legal mandate to prioritize natural
resources conservation over the Navy mission.
– Is an agent of impact on kill chains.

N4’s Vision - The “Igloo Chart”

Transformation of the “Igloo Chart” into
Force Generation Kill chains

N4’s Vision - The “Igloo Chart”

Transformation of the “Igloo Chart” into
Shore Infrastructure Kill chains

Shore Infrastructure
Five Vectors - Aviation
Magazine/Ordnance storage; Ordnance trucks/transportation systems
Fuel transfer gear, ship/train to airfield; hot refueling area
Cargo handling and storage; ATC tower/center; BASH equipment
Aircraft maintenance facilities/hangers/power/airfield maintenance
Rescue crews/flight surgeon clinics/ hospital helo pads
Other Facilities Support: Utilities, Security, Housing, Base HQ/Administration,
Roads/on base transportation, IT networks, MWR/QOL (Childcare, Dining,
Shopping, Recreation, Fitness).

Digging Deeper
NAVY STRIKE PILOT TRAINING CONTINUUM
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Facility degradation as a result of inadequate sustainment funding.
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How do we re-think what we do?

The Challenge
• DoD is the only public land owning agency that is not, as it
primary purpose, a land management agency.
• This presents unique challenges because DoD is subject to
Public Trust Doctrine.
• How is Navy to integrate its primary purpose of national
defense with responsibilities to hold trust property with
natural resources for the benefit of the American people?
Public Trust Doctrine is “Government stewardship of the natural resources upon which
our society depends for continued existence.”
Source: Quirke, D. 2016. The Public Trust Doctrine: A Primer. University of Oregon School of Law.

The Solution
• The Sikes Act is a keystone environmental statute
and the answer provided by Congress.
• The Sikes Act was amended in 1997 requiring DoD
to manage the natural resources on an installation
through implementation of an …
Integrated Natural Resources Management Plan!

Natural Resources Conservation Ashore
The Program’s mission is to manage natural resources via INRMPs in ways that:
– Maximize shore capabilities and capacity for persistent logistical support to
the Navy Fleet (Installation/Force Sustainment; Five Vectors)
– Support the development and testing of, and training with warfare technologies
to enable Fleet lethality, agility, and resilience (Force Development, Force
Generation)
– Meet stewardship expectations of the American people (Public Trust
Doctrine)
The ultimate objective is to implement a sustainable level of effort in natural resources
management that
– Breaks down current and prevents future conservation barriers to
implementation of the Navy’s component of the NDS
– Results in measurable or net gains in conservation achievements.
There is also a need for a level of precision to alleviates, specific conservation barriers
to the network and sequence of requirements enabling installation functions and
capabilities. - the Kill Chain concept

Conservation Services
The Program’s immediate customer is the Installation Commanding
Officer (ICO), who is responsible for:
– The collective stewardship of shore domain assets (i.e., TYCOMs
SYSCOMs), with respect to Fleet priorities
– Addressing gaps in current capabilities
– Integrating the support from all shore providers into a sustainable
logistical and defense network capable of supporting baseline, surge,
and contingency operations.
The ultimate customers are:
– the Fleets, as installation logistic and defense capabilities integrate into
the network of sustained, global fleet operations
– the American People, for whom Navy fulfills its public trust
responsibilities.

Our Business Model
Fun Fact! We operate using the multi-sided business model:
“Two or more parties (or customers) which are in principle not
related to each other, who need to interact in order to obtain mutual
benefit”
Who are these parties?
– Installation natural resources managers who provide
conservation services through interaction with:
• Local Federal and State wildlife agencies on behalf of the
American people
• Installation Tenant Commands on behalf of the ICO …
To develop and implement an INRMP

Products
The Navy requires eighty-one (81) INRMPs as of fiscal year 2020. An INRMP is a living
document that:
– Sets goals for the future desired conditions of an installation’s natural resources;
– Sets objectives for knowing that goals have been achieved;
– Develops and keeps current a strategy to achieve the objectives; and
– Identifies the actions needed to implement the strategy.
The key Sikes Act requirement is to manage natural resources consistent with the use of an
installation to safeguard an installation’s capacity and capability to perform its mission functions.
Therefore, the basic construct of an INRMP is as follows:
– A description of the installation’s mission precedes a description of the installation’s
mission.
– Known types of impacts to natural resources from installation activities and functions
inform goals for installation natural resources.
– The goals ensure conservation achievements and no net loss of the installations
capabilities and capacities to perform its missions.
The second and third bullets immediately above are feedback loops that allow for adaptive
management of natural resources and installation mission changes and growth.

Financial Data

The Program does not received all funds
requested - so what are the Risks?
RED
High risk if not fully funded. These are hard and fast requirements related to the Sikes Act, ESA, and other laws that
require permits for compliance. Impacts of inadequate funding can be immediate and result in criminal and civil
liabilities, and fines. These are also requirements for personnel to implement the Program.
Consequences/Impacts of inadequate funding: Immediate, likely, and are agents of impacts to kill chains.
AMBER
Some risk is acceptable in the near-term as partial or deferred funding. Many of these are legal mandates, but Navy has
discretion on when and what specific actions to take to embrace compliance. These actions result in high return on
investment that buffer Navy from escalating hard and fast requirements. Impacts of inadequate funding may not be
immediate, but if they occur, will exacerbate the level of effort needed to ameliorate impacts to installation activities.
Consequences/Impacts of inadequate funding: Not Immediate, but possible in the near future and can develop into agents of
impacts to kill chains.
YELLOW
Longer-term risk is acceptable as partial or deferred funding.
Impacts of inadequate funding include deteriorated, non-resilient environmental readiness at installations leading
to impaired responses to surge and contingency operations; and the diversion of dollars by testing and training
commands to environmental readiness to protect their own mission requirements.
Consequences/Impacts: Latent and festering, probable, and can slowly develop and emerge as agents of impacts
on kill chains, with or without warning.

Risk Management
Guidebook #
12000
12910
12999
12102
12103
12104
12104
12104
12105
All
Guidebooks
12104
12104
12104
12101
12105
12106
12107
12108
12109

Funding Requests For:
Civilian Personnel
Contractor Personnel
General Program Support
At-Sea Conservation (ESA and MMPA requirements)
INRMP Development, Updates, and Revisions
2 - ESA and Other Statutory and Regulatory Consultation
Requirements
5- ESA Requirement to Monitor Delisted Species
3- ESA Candidate Conservation Agreements
Wetlands - Clean Water Act Permits
ESA Critical Habitat Exemptions - Current and Future
1- ESA Requirement to Conserve Listed Species [Section 7(a)(1)]
3 - ESA Candidate Species Conservation - Specific Requirements
4 - ESA Candidate Species Conservation - General Requirements
Surveys, Monitoring, Management of Fish, Wildlife, and Habitats
Wetlands Management
Invasive Species Management
Soils Management
Forestry and Forest Management
Natural Resources Related Recreation

The Endangered Species Act as an
Area of Emphasis
•

The stringent nature of the ESA easily makes it a dominant agent of impact on the
kill chains of Force Development, Force Generation, and installation sustainment.

•

In its narrowest application, the consultation requirement automatically imposes a
135-day (90 plus 45 days) pause between “mission ready to go” and a “green light”
from the ESA. Unfortunately, consultations do not always go as planned.
In reality, to complete a formal consultation count on:
Range: 14 – 1,725 days
Average # of days: 346
Average # of days without lowest and highest values = 322
Median # of days: 279
Source: OPNAV N45 data call for Navy formal consultations conducted 2015-2018. Sample size =
45 consultations

•

Furthermore, the terms and conditions of an ITS can impose temporal and spatial
restrictions on a Navy activity to ensure species are protected and ‘take’ limits are
not exceeded.

ESA Strategies
The best strategies include proactive natural resources management and conservation of listed species (also
required by the ESA) and include the following:
•

•
•

•

INRMPs for installations where listed species are present have goals and objectives for the conservation of
those species, including special management of their habitats.
– The returns on investment include improved status of species that allows for greater flexibility of
mission activities and ineligible status of installations for critical habitat designations.
INRMPs have goals and objectives for species at risk of need for protection by the ESA.
– This helps eliminate the need for ESA protection of additional species, which in turn avoids
additional, future encumbrances on mission activities by ESA priorities.
INRMPs have mitigation contingency plans for when future mission activities or mission growth have
impacts on ESA protected species and other natural resources.
– The return on investment is definitely a time saving and potentially a cost saving approach to meeting
the conservation achievements expected by the American people.
The Navy’s network of natural resources specialists create new alliances with USFWS, NMFS, and other
conservation partners to develop innovative approaches to species conservation and ESA compliance.
– The return on investment is even greater mission flexibility, much greater regulatory predictability by
not having to consult on individual activities, and significant savings in time by removing current
process impediments (e.g., “bring me a rock”).

The worst strategy is minimal compliance, such as merely complying with Biological Opinions. The Navy will
never get out from under the weight of ESA priorities with such an approach to natural resources management
and protected species conservation

What to do with all this information??
•

OPNAV N45 and NAVFACHQ will review the INRMP Metric questions and will provide clearer
guidance on how to respond, based on other information and information provided in this
presentation.

•

Determine your installation’s mission – is there more than one mission?
– Naval Aviation Enterprise
– Naval Expeditionary Combat Enterprise
– Surface Warfare Enterprise
– Undersea Warfare Enterprise

•

Determine if your installation is in a “pipeline” or is an enabling installation for each enterprise.

•

Does your installation support Force Development, Force Generation, or Force Employment?

•

Ask questions about shore optimization plans at your installation, a lot of construction is being
planned!
– CNIC has developed unclassified briefings for each enterprise.
– What needs or gaps are included in the five VECTORS for your installation?

Identify Conservation Constraints and develop
strategies for addressing them

Take Home Messages
• Learn and be able to speak the language in this slide
deck.
• Start thinking in terms of “kill chains”, the five
vectors for your installation, and how you plan to
address “conservation constraints”
• Are they already identified in your INRMP?
• Do you need to update your INRMP?
• How should you phrase your responses to the
INRMP Metric questions?
• More to come as we learn more!

